The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology (WASET.org), founded in 2007, proudly celebrates its 16th foundational anniversary with distinguished achievements in furthering scientific research, science, engineering and technology.

The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology is an open science, peer reviewed, scholarly research journal that adheres to the highest standards of peer review, focusing on theories, methods and applications in science, engineering and technology. The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology is an interdisciplinary refereed journal that, while centered in open science research excellence, is openly encouraging and welcoming contributions from the disciplines and approaches that meet at the crossroads of scholarly research.

The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology serves as an open science forum for scholarly intellectual exchange and as a platform to present cutting-edge open science research. The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology aims to maintain prompt editorial procedure to initiate and expedite the peer review process, which lies at the core of science and scholarly research. All submitted articles are peer reviewed within approximately three months of submission and accepted full text articles are published on the Internet, free-of-charge, at no charge (no article processing charges) to authors, as soon as the final versions of articles are received.

The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology represents an open science research approach to the scientific process, based on cooperative work and novel ways of disseminating scholarly research knowledge through the use of digital technology. The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology enables the fast circulation of high quality scientific and technical information freely available worldwide at no cost without barriers and restrictions. Membership to the World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology is free of charge, and members are actively encouraged to engage in open science scholarly research collaboration and communication.

The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology’s Open Science Philosophy originates with the premise that universal scientific knowledge is a product of a collective scholarly and social collaboration involving all stakeholders and knowledge belongs to the global society. Scientific outputs generated by public research are a public good that should be available to all at no cost and without barriers or restrictions. The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology’s international scientific committees and editorial review boards embrace the philosophical principle of open science’s universality, freedom, and responsibility.

The World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology (WASET.org) has been organizing international research conferences and publishing 70 distinct scientific research journals since its inception in 2007. The Google Scholar Citations as of January 1, 2022 are given as follows:

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=kfYkqrMAAAAJ&hl=en

ISNI:0000000091950263

Citations: 74460 – (the number of citations to all publications)

h-index : 97 – (h-index is the largest number h such that h publications have at least h citations)
i10-index: 1869 – (i10-index is the number of publications with at least 10 citations)